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Book description
It must have been a faraway place, surely a long time ago...
Kinta does not feel at all like laughing when he realises he’s been separated from his family.
Can he remember how to laugh when it might be the only way to find another kookaburra in
this strange new place?
Laugh again, Kinta! is a fiction picture book for primary school age children, loosely based on
the introduction of kookaburras to Western Australia in the late 1800’s. Although an Australian
story, it is one that touches on our universal search for home, happiness and our sense of self.
As well as reading his story you can also follow Kinta's journey on the game board-style
timeline surrounding each main illustration, as new players come and go. You can look out for
Kinta's dragonfly companion, sometimes hidden, sometimes in plain view.
The book’s last page features information on kookaburras and a brief history of their introduction to Western Australia.

About the author & illustrator
I live in Adelaide, South Australia, after many years of living in Western Australia. Together with
my husband Barry and our children Ben, Brodie and Rob we had some wonderful adventures
since leaving our original home of Adelaide, living in Australia’s tropical north, in Darwin, and
spending two years in Seattle, Washington.
I love creating, and my childhood interest in drawing and writing has become a grown-up
passion for graphic design and illustration, and a long-held desire to write and illustrate a
children's storybook.
As a non-native Western Australian I was surprised to hear that kookaburras were introduced
to WA, assuming this bird was found Australia-wide. I felt there was potential for a story, as
someone who had moved many times, both as a child and an adult.
The writing of Laugh again, Kinta! also arose from the challenge of finding confidence in
myself despite the fears and blockages which I scattered along my path. Children can, like us
grown-ups, experience much in the way of upheaval and insecurity. It is my hope Kinta’s story
is an encouragement to trust our own inner guidance, so that home and laughter, can be
found wherever we are.
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